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Yun Chujiu quickly activated the last protective disk and took out an Ancient Jade Vase from her Spirit 

Beast Pouch. The four remnant soul lords floated out of the Ancient Jade Vase. 

 

Feng Ming and the other two were dumbfounded when they saw this, ‘Oh my god, weren’t these 

remnant souls from the ancient sword tomb? How did they end up with Junior Sister Little Jiu?’ 

 

“Aren’t you guys worn out after leaving the Ancient Jade Vase? How are you going to help me?” Yun 

Chujiu asked in puzzlement. 

 

After Fu Ao and the other three condensed their bodies, they smiled bitterly and said, “Little girl, we are 

now on the same boat. It’s night now so the Yin Qi is stronger. We can hold on for a while longer.” 

 

Yun Chujiu had no alternative. She could only take out the various Ancient Jade Vases from the Spirit 

Beast Pouch and uncorked the bottles one by one. Thousands of remnant souls floated out and quickly 

condensed into human form. 

 

Those Demon Wolves were all dumbfounded! 

 

‘Damn!’ 

 

‘What were those things?’ 

 

‘Remnant Souls? Remnant Souls!’ 

 

‘Didn’t this thing summon Heavenly Thunder? Why did the little girl have so many remnant souls too? 

This doesn’t make sense!’ 

 



Time was tight. Yun Chujiu waved her hands and thousands of remnant souls rushed towards the demon 

wolf pack. 

 

The Demon Wolf Pack did not wait to fight and already intended to retreat. They had never fought with 

these things before, not to mention that there were so many of them, ‘Although their spiritual power 

was not as high as ours, those things were fleeting and they really couldn’t attack…’ 

 

The Wolf King roared a few times, and the Wolf Pack ran away without fighting… 

 

Yun Chujiu did not dare delay and quickly led the remnant souls back into the Ancient Jade Vase, and 

then put the Ancient Jade Vase into the Spirit Beast Pouch. 

 

“Senior brother Feng Ming, you guys clean up the blood on your bodies. We have to leave this place 

immediately. The wolf pack is only intimidated, and they will likely catch up again.” 

 

Although Feng Ming and the other two had many questions, they knew that it was not the time to ask 

them. After swallowing the pill, they used the cleaning spell and the four of them resumed running. 

 

What the four of them did not notice was that some Wu Yun had started to gather in the distance and 

drifted towards them. However, with the cover of the night and the four of them being in a hurry to 

escape, they did not notice. 

 

The four of them ran for more than two hours. When they saw that no Demon Wolves had not chased 

them, they panted heavily and collapsed on the ground. At that moment, they realized how weak they 

were. Originally, the four of them were considered to be at the top of the tower in the Azure Mystic 

Continent, they did not expect that they would end up at the bottom of the food chain in the Tianyuan 

Continent. 

 

Yun Chujiu was still slightly better. She had already gotten used to it. However, it was difficult for Feng 

Ming and the other two to get used to the disparity in strength in their hearts. Although Yun Chujiu’s 



words had prepared them mentally when they met, their hearts were still a little uncomfortable, so they 

could only slowly get used to it. 

 

“Junior Sister Little Jiu, aren’t those remnant souls from the ancient sword tomb?” Feng Ming asked 

curiously. 

 

Yun Chujiu nodded. “Yes, I was the one who brought them out. Senior brothers, regardless of whether 

it’s the pills I gave you or the remnant souls, you must keep it a secret. Otherwise, it will bring us 

trouble.” 

 

“Junior Sister Little Jiu, don’t worry. We know what to do.” Feng Ming and the other two nodded 

solemnly. Even if Yun Chujiu did not remind them, they knew what to say and what not to say. 

 

Just as the four of them were talking, the roar of a beast came from afar again. It was different from a 

wolf’s howl from before. This time, it was a tiger’s howl. 

 

The four of them could not help but smile bitterly. They had just left the wolf’s den and entered a tiger’s 

den. 

 

The four people had no chance to escape because ten giant tigers had already surrounded them…. 

 


